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The answer to this question can be given in two words: 
it depends. Or in five: it depends on’the purpose. And one 
might add that the infinity of possible motivations suggests 
caution in asserting dogmatic criteria. The alleged invari- 
ance of absolute standards may be mere inflexibility in wish- 
ing to ban personally uninteresting or offensive purposes. 
Some examples may clarify the point. 
E. T. Bell’s Men of Mathematics [Al] is a very readable 
popularization that testifies to the human context of mathem- 
atical activity, provides insights to a very wide audience, and 
has attracted some productive mathematicians to the field. It 
is easy -- and pointless -- to urge its many glaring weaknesses 
as a biographical reference work. To fuss over its fictional 
aspects would be as inappropriate as to fault a dictionary for 
failing to tell a good story. 
D. J. Struik’s Concise History [8] is an extraordinarily 
effective brief survey that manages to be much more than a chron 
ology. It deservedly has the widest circulation of any general 
history. To criticise it because of incompleteness or insuf- 
ficient depth is absurd. Of course no one person can (or should 
want to) write a general history, each part of which reads as 
if he were a specialist writing for specialists. 
The historical notes in Bourbaki’s El"ements [2] were in- 
tended to show the antecedents of his ideas -- an important 
goal, since a reorganization of established theories should be 
a natural outcome of previous mathematical development and not 
a rootless caprice. It would be missing the point to object 
that these notes do not give a balanced picture of any time, 
place, topic, or of the development of mathematics as a whole. 
One might wish that the collected notes had been titled as such 
rather than as klgments d'histoire des math;matiques, but 
Bourbaki makes the nature of the work perfectly clear in the 
avertissement. 
As a final example, a learned paper chronicling the var- 
ious meanings of the word “function” should not be scorned be- 
cause it does not discuss the historical causes of the devel- 
opment of the function concept, even though most historians 
and mathematicians would be more interested in the latter. 
Virtually any historical work can be used to illustrate 
the essential point. One may question the purpose or success 
in achieving it, but it is foolish to criticise failure to 
achieve a different purpose. 
Temporarily leaving aside evaluation of purposes, are 
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there any universal criteria of quality in historical work, 
counterexamples to my initial claim that “it depends”. Per- 
haps the following might be candidates: 
1. There should be a purpose, stated or implicitly clear, 
and this purpose should be achieved. 
2. Assertions should be supported by evidence and argument. 
This requirement corresponds to insistence on proof in mathematics. 
In learned articles it involves careful citation and close reason- 
ing . In popularizations it is sufficient to indicate where the 
missing evidence can be found. 
3. There should be clarity and complete disclosure. This 
corresponds to the mathematical requirement of rigour. 
The trappings of satisfying these demands are different in 
history than in mathematics, but the spirit is similar. In both 
we want no dogmatism, no mystification, no nonsense. Platitud- 
inous as these standards are, I can testify as an editor that 
they are seldom fully met by historians of mathematics (or by 
mathematicians). Examples are given in my series “Historiographic 
vices” begun in Historia Mathemtica 2, 185-187 and 315-317. 
Who should do history of mathematics depends as much on 
the purpose as do criteria of quality, and perhaps the only 
general rule is that one should have the competencies required 
for the particular job. It is often said that the mathemat- 
ical knowledge required increases as the period becomes more 
recent, but this too depends on the nature of the research. For 
example, a study of the lag in acceptance of non-Euclidean geom- 
etry in the nineteenth century calls for only modest mathematical 
knowledge, whereas the analysis of the ideas of certain mathemat- 
ical works of several hundred, or even two thousand years ago 
may call for a very high level of mathematical knowledge and 
sophistication if it is to be of interest to working mathemati- 
cians. 
When it comes to purpose, I can only state my preferences. 
I believe that history can and should be socially useful, to 
historians of science, to policy makers, to students and users 
of mathematics, to the educated layman, and above all to the 
mathematicians who are its most reliable consumers and the cre- 
ators of its raw material. 
The history of mathematics seems to have arrived at a 
takeoff point for the serious study of the recent developments, 
and a successful flight requires a collaboration of historians 
and creative mathematicians for which this workshop is a good 
omen. Some of the most desirable sorts of projects and ap- 
propriate people are the following: 
1. Personal Memoirs. Because of the decline in written 
unpublished communications between mathematicians, it is ur- 
gent that mathematicians should write about their own work and 
their relations with others. Otherwise, much of what has 
happened since 1900 will remain mysterious to our successors. 
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Obviously, such tasks can be undertaken only by the person- 
alities who have been deeply involved at the cutting edge 
of research or in the centers of communication among research 
workers. The work requires no historiographic expertise, but 
merely candor, with good taste and style welcome if available. 
2. Surveys. Another important task for which the work- 
ing mathematician is most highly qualified is the survey of 
current and recent work in a special field. In contrast to 
personal memoirs, this calls for a more objective and com- 
plete presentation, with useful citations and bibliography. 
Such monographs can be of immediate use to the research worker 
and are invaluable for the historical record. Of course, as- 
pects of (1) and (2) may be combined. 
3. Histories of topics. Historical research of this kind, 
if it aspires to more than description of a few well-known or 
randomly-selected highlights, quickly becomes involved in serious 
historical, mathematical, and even philosophical problems: 
location and selection of primary sources; retrieval and analysis 
of previous historical work; understanding past work as it was, 
rather than as we would now do it (in the past, as now, in- 
novators are seldom clear, and replacing their thinking by 
modern improvements makes impossible an understanding of how 
mathematics really developed); tracing the relations among in- 
dividuals and their ideas; and finally determining what actually 
happened and why (socially, mathematically, psychologically) it 
happened. Work of this kind requires extensive mathematical and 
historical training, and it is probably easier for a mathematician 
to acquire the historical know-how than for an historian to learn 
the mathematics. To this end, it is necessary only that 
mathematicians recognize that there is a discipline of history, 
which is just as demanding as their own craft and can be mas- 
tered in the same way, by practice and by the study of its 
masters. A brief introduction to historiography and many ref- 
erences appear in my Bibliography and Research Manual [6, pp. 
3-34 and 687-6901. 
4. Indexing the literature. This has become a pre- 
occupation with me because I believe that we can do little more 
than study obvious heroes of the past until we are able to re- 
trieve the publications (from more than half a million mathemat- 
ical works extant) on a particular topic. The task can be done 
only by well-trained and broadly knowledgeable mathematicians. 
5. Social and psychological studies. We need to know 
more about the interactions of mathematics with other disciplinesj 
with technology, and other cultural components. How is the 
direction of mathematical research determined? What decides 
acceptance of result? Do wars speed or retard mathematical re- 
search? How does research interact with the curriculum and with 
applications? What is the role of fashion. What role has er- 
ror played in mathematical development? How has mathematics 
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interacted with the philosophical views of mathematicians? What, 
if any, are the general laws of mathematical development? These, 
and as many more questions as one has time to write down, are 
easily asked but can be answered, if at all, only on the basis 
of much more historical information than we now have. Never- 
theless, attempted answers, however tentative, by people with 
both historical and mathematical experience would be useful in 
themselves and suggestive of appropriate avenues of research. 
6. Mathematics policy studies. Governmental bodies, pri- 
vate organizations, and individuals constantly make policy de- 
cisions that affect the current practice and future of mathemat- 
its. Sometimes the most influential decisions are made by those 
who think that mathematicians should ignore such matters and who 
adopt a policy of social irresponsibility. Mathematics today is 
near a peak in quantity and quality of activity, in breadth and 
depth of penetration of the culture, in usefulness, and in 
status. Because of the usual social lags in such matters, this 
happy state is due primarily to the work of our predecessors and 
the intuitive policy decisions they made in research and ed- 
ucation. These resulted in the simultaneous and closely inter- 
related growth of all aspects of the mathematical sciences -- 
pure and applied, theory and technology (hardware and software), 
existential and algorithemic, Cantorian and finitist, formalist, 
intuitionist, and eclectic. The results included the all-time 
greatest breakthrough in mathematical technology -- the electronic 
computer; the mathematization of the social and natural sciences, 
technology, production, and government; the solution of many long- 
standing mathematical problems; the proliferation of a hierarchy 
of increasingly abstract mathematical theories (some of which ap- 
pear to be merely stale wine in fancier bottles); and many pro- 
found new results that give unprecedented insight into mathemat- 
ics and other sciences. How and why did this come about? Are 
contemporary educational and research policies going to have as 
good results? Many present policies seem perfectly designed to 
destroy conditions for healthy growth by separating theory and 
practice so as to make of mathematicians an isolated, esoteric 
sect. The purists may be saved in spite of themselves by the 
applied mathematicians and computer scientists, or mathematics 
may decline as it has in the past when cut off from its roots. 
But is my judgement correct? Objectively based answers require 
historical studies of mathematics and society, in which full ac- 
count is taken of political and sociological knowledge and methods. 
If mathematicians, historians, and mathematician-historians 
undertake these or other historical studies, they are bound to 
make “mistakes” . Mistakes happen in even the best mathematical 
circles, but mathematics grows primarily by adding new results 
rather than by dwelling on errors. In historical research, the 
results of research are inevitably approximations to the whole 
truth, which is quite unattainable in all but trivial cases. 
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Historians, like mathematicians, are judged by their positive re- 
sults, not by their failures. 
As Lewis Carroll says somewhere, it is a very endearing hu- 
man quality to be tolerant of one's own mistakes. Thus, mathemat- 
icians forgive a good mathematician for his blunders, but they 
tend to be outraged by the clumsly intrusions of outsiders.. The 
mathematician is quick to detect mathematical errors in historical 
exposition, and he may even blame the historian for an error 
that he is merely honestly reporting without comment because he 
is interested in describing and understanding the past rather 
than judging and correcting it. On the other hand, the historian 
finds hilarious such naive historical mistakes as assuming that 
words have fixed meanings or that a brilliant mathematician of 
past centuries must have understood a concept or had a proof be- 
cause these would be evident to lesser lights today. Historians 
become bored with the mathematician's preoccupation with pri- 
orities, which are important to the persons concerned but become 
elusive when viewed historically and throw little light on his- 
torical issues. And of course the historian is as sensitive to 
technical errors in bibliography and to inept or uncritical use 
of sources as is the mathematician to clumsy manipulation of 
symbols, even though the one is no more the essence of history 
than is the other of mathematics. On the other hand, historians 
are tolerant of mathematical errors if they do not seem seriously 
to affect the historical purpose, just as mathematicians are 
tolerant of historical sloppiness that does not impinge on the 
mathematics. 
Clearly in historical work the danger in missing the mathemat- 
ical point is matched by the symmetric hazard of overlooking a 
historical dimension. The mathematician is trained to think 
most about mathematical correctness without a time dimension, i.e., 
to think ahistorically. Of course it is interesting to know how 
a historical event appears when viewed by a twentieth century 
mathematician. But it is bad history to confuse this with what 
was meant at the time. The historian concentrates on significance 
in the historical context and on the historical relations between 
events. And this is equally interesting to the mathematician 
who wishes to understand how mathematics actually developed. 
One could continue indefinitely, but the essential point is 
that the best history requires sensitivity to both mathematical 
and historical issues, a respect for good practice of the crafts 
of both the historian and mathematician. It may even be that 
the best mathematical research is aided by an appreciation of 
historical issues and results. I know of many instances and 
hope that the work of historians may contribute to increasing 
their frequency. 
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DISCUSSION 
Eisenhart began the discussion by underscoring the value 
of memoirs for the history of mathematics. As an instance of 
the value of preserving lecture notes, he remarked that at a 
session on “Study of the History of Statisitical Ideas” at the 
Annual Meeting of the American Statistical Association in Phil- 
adelphia, September 1965, Hilary L. Seal of Yale University 
commented that R. A. Fisher had apparently made his highly orig- 
inal contributions to the theory of statistical estimation and 
methods of statistical analysis in ignorance of the earlier 
work of the continental mathematicians; that he (Eisenhart) had 
replied to the contrary, citing instances in which Fisher, in 
professor-student discourse, had directed his attention to spe- 
cific formulas and passages in Laplace’s and Gauss’s writings 
that were the sources of certain of Fisher’s formulas and ideas; 
that Seal had replied that he was unwilling to give credence to 
such “hearsay” and insisted on relying entirely on printed ev- 
idence; that he (Eisenhart) had responded by saying the Fisher 
had explicitly mentioned some of the works of continental 
mathematicians in his 1935-1936 lectures at University College 
London entitled “Notes on the History of Biometry”. Seal was 
still unimpressed by such “hearsay”. 
Fortunately, W.G. Cochran took handwritten notes on 
Fisher’s lectures. Fisher’s Lecture 9 was devoted to summarizing 
Gauss’s work on the method of least squares, while Fisher’s 
Lecture 11 explicitly mentioned the existence of Mansfield 
Merriman’s 1877 annotated list of “408 references to treatises 
on least squares”. Without these lecture notes as a historical 
resource to supplement oral evidence, Fisher’s awareness of the 
earlier statistical work of continental mathematicians might be 
impossible to establish! 
Dieudonn6 then challenged the notion that mathematicians 
err in separating their subject from philosophy. He said that 
mathematics consists of many different disciplines, only a few 
of which can easily benefit from influences outside mathematics 
proper. Therefore such external influences should be studied 
quite separately from those affecting the internal development 
of mathematics. The most important consideration, he felt, was 
to keep mathematics a free and open discipline. 
In response to DieudonnQ, Mackey noted (like Browder) that 
the distinction between mathematics and its applications required 
a temporal context. Thus number theory, although now one of the 
purest branches of mathematics, originated in applications -- the 
technique of counting. [Conversely, complex numbers originated 
within mathematics, yet later proved fundamental for electrical 
circuit theory. -- Ed.] 
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Birkhoff also argued for the importance of external ap- 
plications. The task of investigating the interactions between 
mathematics and its applications is enormously complex, and 
demands great comprehension. He thought that this might ex- 
plain why no good historical study of such interactions seems 
to be available. 
